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12 January 2018 
 
 
Dear Cabinet Secretary, 
 
Draft Budget 2018-19 
 
The Scottish Green Party Conference 2017 mandated the Green MSP group to make the case 
for progressive and sustainable tax changes, local public service funding, fair public sector pay 
and greater low-carbon infrastructure investment in this year’s budget, and we have 
previously shared with you the text of our conference motion as our basis for any budget 
negotiations.  
 
Scottish Green Party income tax proposals, as described in our manifesto and my letter to you 
in September, are based on using Scotland’s new powers creatively and progressively to 
protect people on below-average wages and fairly raise more for public services. We 
recognised that these specific proposals were developed for the context of 2016, and will 
need to change accordingly. We welcomed in general terms the income tax proposals which 
accompanied the Draft Budget, which appeared to take forward some of the ideas on which 
our 2016 approach was based. 
 
However, as you have recognised Scottish Government income tax proposals have some 
significant anomalies, particularly in the form of tax cuts for some Higher Rate taxpayers, and 
in addition they may not raise enough revenue to deliver high-quality public services. 
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SPICe’s analysis of the Draft Budget shows that local authority revenue funding will drop 
compared with the previous year by £157.3m in real terms (-1.6%). Last year’s budget deal 
reversed revenue cuts but did not restore previous years of reduced budgets. Cuts to the Total 
Revenue funding available to local authorities in this year will put jobs and services on the line. 
Workers in the public sector have faced years of pay restraint that is now unsustainable.  
 
Various pay negotiations are on-going, but it is clear that there is a need for pay policy to take 
account of inflation. The Scottish Government’s proposals not only fall short of an inflation-
based increase across all pay bands; they fail to achieve even real terms stability for any public 
sector worker. 
 
We reiterate the need for the Scottish Government’s pay policy to ensure that an above 
inflation rise is achieved. We also remind you that while not directly applying elsewhere in the 
public sector, Scottish Government pay policy strongly establishes a wider expectation. If local 
government is also to provide the needed inflation-based increase, this must also be funded. 
Additional costs beyond those for which councils are already budgeting cannot be found from 
making service cuts, so the Scottish Government has a responsibility to help meet them. 
 
We recognise the case for giving greater emphasis on pay increases at the lower end of the 
income scale. However, we also understand the frustration of certain professions, such as 
teachers, who have seen the real value of their salaries fall significantly over the last decade.  
We therefore argue that if a lower percentage pay increase is to be proposed at the top end of 
the income scale, a higher cut-off figure should be used so that we can begin the task of 
restoring the lost value in the salaries of valued professionals in the public services. 
 
Putting public sector jobs and local services on a surer footing and offsetting UK austerity 
cannot, nor should it, be done with income tax alone. Reticence from the Scottish 
Government to progress with a fundamentally fairer system of property tax means that 
choices for 2018-19 have been constrained. As you know, we see no principled basis for the 
Scottish Government to restrict local authorities’ ability to set Council Tax, or to use the threat 
of a more severe funding settlement to secure compliance with the cap. We urge that the 
Scottish Government accept that these are local choices which should be decided locally.  
 
However, given that you have not yet taken forward more fundamental local tax reform, there 
are changes to income tax that will resolve the anomaly at the Higher Rate and raise revenue 
in a fair way if this is needed. 
 
Compared with the proposals in the Draft Budget and the SFC’s estimates for what income tax 
revenues this would raise, SPICe estimate that maintaining the Higher Rate Threshold at 
£43,000 would raise an additional £100m, setting the Higher Rate at 42% would raise £100m 
and lowering the Additional Rate Threshold to £100,000 would raise £70m. 
 
In addition, we note that the draft budget proposes new Non-Domestic Rates reliefs 
amounting to £96m in 2018/19, and this compares with an estimated £164m revenue increase 
from your income tax proposals. In short, it appears that you are proposing to use income tax 
powers primarily to fund tax cuts elsewhere. The recent use of rhetoric such as “the lowest 
taxed part of the UK” seems to confirm this. We are clear that in the face of UK austerity 
policies, the priority must be to use these powers to protect the services our society depends 
upon, including the incomes of those working hard to deliver them. We therefore propose 
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that you consider how any rates relief can be targeted on those ratepayers which genuinely 
need the support, instead of the costly and untargeted approach that you have taken to date. 
 
The Draft Budget includes more than £4bn worth of capital and financial transactions to be 
invested. There is however almost no publicly-available systematic information on what 
projects this vast sum of public money is committed to, and what proportion of it is 
transitioning Scotland to a low-carbon economy or locking us into a high-carbon future. The 
EJFW and ECCLR committees’ budget scrutiny identified similar concerns and they are 
expected to call for more information and more alignment with Scotland’s low carbon 
ambitions. The Low Carbon Infrastructure Task Force identified a need for 70% of 
infrastructure investment to be low-carbon, and the 2018-19 budget must make significant 
moves towards this target. There is no lack of opportunities: 
 

 Despite energy efficiency being named an infrastructure priority and the missed fuel 

poverty target, the domestic fuel poverty budget (HEEPS) has dropped in real terms. 

Within this, capital has fallen and financial transactions are frozen in cash. 

 Our commissioned research on rail has identified a need to commit resources to 

progress local rail projects, such as Levenmouth, to ensure the pipeline of rail projects 

does not dry up. Additionally, details of an innovative fund that could allow locally 

promoted schemes to enter the new “Pipeline” process are included with this letter. 

We believe this is entirely consistent with the government’s community 

empowerment agenda. 

 There is an urgent need to reduce our reliance on high-carbon transport and make 

buses a cheaper and easier choice with local infrastructure improvements and low-

cost loans for new or retrofitted low-carbon buses. 

 Four marine protected areas to protect key sites for whales, dolphins and other 

marine life are still to be implemented and there is significant pressure on 

environmental research budgets, some of which has been exacerbated from a 

revenue to capital switch which could be reversed. 

 Scottish Government has committed to finding solutions to the pressures facing the 

internal ferry services in Orkney and Shetland. There is an immediate need in relation 

to existing services, which we understand has been discussed in the REC Committee. 

In the medium term, there will also be a need to replace the current ferries with a 

low-carbon fleet. 

 Additional financial transactions have been allocated for low-carbon energy 

investment however capital funds have fallen. 

Finally, we would like to confirm a couple of commitments that the government has made: 
 

 Following constructive talks with the Health Secretary on NHSGGC’s Healthier, 

Wealthier Children project and other similar initiatives, the Scottish Government and 

NHS Health Scotland made clear commitments to embed family income maximisation 

services across all NHS boards. The delivery of this will require resources in areas 

where the service does not already exist or requires improvement. This level of 

information is not available from the budget documents so we would appreciate 

information on what is allocated to this roll-out in 2018/19. 

 The Programme for Government committed to continuing investment in the Climate 

Challenge Fund (CCF), initiated by Scottish Green negotiations in a previous session. I 
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would appreciate greater detail on the Sustainable Action Fund and what budget will 

be allocated to the CCF in 2018-19? 

The Draft Budget represents some first steps towards a fairer and more progressive income 
tax system for Scotland. However, we cannot support the Draft Budget as published so there 
is work to do. I note that your office has asked for a meeting next week to continue 
discussions, and I will be happy to arrange this. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Patrick Harvie MSP 

 


